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Southern Africa-the big
question-mark for the OAU

MATTHEW NKOANA

T his challenging statement on the question of territorial and
organisational unity in 'Southern Africa is printed here as a
contribution to a long-otverdue public debate on this subject.
We shall be glad to receive comments and criticism.

1. THE QUE S T FOR U NIT Y INS 0 U THE RNA F R I C A

South Africa, where people of diverse colours live cheek by
jowl, is a m1icrocosm of the whole of the Southern African region,
an area in Africa where the problem of decolonisation is bedevilled
by the thorny question of race. As such, it is an appropriate
starting-point in an analysis of the problems of disunity that
plague the liberation movement in -every unliberated territory.

In the second part of this article, a proposed -plan for the
liber-ation of Southern Africa is discussed in conjunction with a
programme of principles. Here we are more concerned with the
political differences that have splintered the liberation movement
in, South Africa, with a view to -exploring all possibilities for
forging unity.

However real most political differences in South Africa have
been, ultimately rthey all boiled down to one question, the question
of race. The most convulsive event to rock the liberation move
ment in recent years-a split in the African National Congress
had its root cause in the issue of race.

The basic question has always been that of racialism. Because
the superstructure of oppression in South Africa took a racialist
form, the politics of South Africa became riddled with the question
of race. The most destructive factor in otherwise progressive
thinking was fear-fear that there would develop among Africans
a form of racialism in reverse.

This fear persists to this day. In this respect, the best radicals
among whites, as a group, have always been whites first and
radicals second. For a long tim-e they, having the means to cl~
so, set the tone and pace of the liberation movement, and became
a kind of prototype leadership, to be emulated by Africans operat
ing through the African National Congress.

Either as liberals or communists, they were always white first,
preoccupied with ways and means of safeguarding their kith and
kin against the wrath of African Nationalism on the day of
reckoning. This brought them into direct conflict with those
Africans who believed African Nationalism was the most powerful
force in the struggle for liberation.

An indication of the early stages of the confliot is contained
in a 1949 declaration of the African National Congress Youth
League. The following is an extract:

" ..• AFRICAN NATIONALISM, besides being the consummation
of years of spiritual development among the African people ... is
the spontaneous reaction of the African people against foreign
domination; it is the uncompromising condemnation by the
Mrican p-eople of the spiritual and political corruption of the
South -African Government.

" It is the legitimate demand put forward by the African people
for their land. I t is the Africans' legitimate claim to every inch
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of land in this -Continent. It is the revolt of the m,ajonty against
domination by a foreign minority. It is the rise of THE GOVERN
MENT (the people) against a clique of usurpers and rebels. It is
the rallying call for the forces of liberty.

"AFRICAN NATIONALISM is the crystallisation of Ntsikana's
injunction: 'Be ye an indivisible whole'; of Chaka's vision of a
United Africa. It is the very antithesis of tribalism . . .

"AFRICAN NATIONALISM is the FAITH of the Youth League
of Congress. It is the galvanising force of Youth who as indivi
duals hate tyranny and oppression, and as a group are pledged
to fight unceasingly and relentlessly until oppression is swept off
the face of the earth.

"It is only through AFRICAN NATIONALISM that the African
people can be freed from the complex of inferiority which makes
them accept their present humiliation with equanimity, and be
given a new spirit, a new hope, a wider vision ... "

"AFRICAN NATIONALISM is a dynamic force, because it is not
a foreign importation. It has its roots deep down in the heart
of every African. It is an insuppressible urge towards self
realisation, self-determination, independence, freedom . . . "

This was to become part of the main platform of those who
broke away from the ANC in 1958 and founded the Pan-Mricanist
Congress in 1959. The decision to take that course has been
amply vindicated by events, as I shaH presently show.

Reaction to African Nationalism
I shall show that they were right in assessing African

Nationalism as the most powerful force in the struggle for
liberation. It was not for nothing that the PAC at its emergence
was lambasted not only by the undisguised White supremacists
but also by those white wolves in sheep's clothing who controlled
the mass 'media of the struggle for liberation.

The latter have not yet repented. It was because of its potency
that they tar-brushed African Nationalism, calling it racialism.
Now they call it Sectarianism, witness a letter 'in a recent issue
of Africa and The World from the unrepentant pen of Michael
Hannel.

For two decades especially (1940-60) the issues in South Africa
have been blurred, and our thinking befudd1led, by extreme
obsession with what may be called anti-racialism. The in-ability
to see the issues other than through racial blinkers had spread to
alarming dim'ensions, and still bestrides even som-e of our most
learned rostrums.

When Franz J. T. Lee, writing elsewhere recently, says of
PAC policies, "All this sounds very good-Jbut one should just
avoid speaking about the 'Class Struggle,' then you have full
support in the 'racial struggle'," he is merely echoing the words
of white multi-racialists who had better reason than himself to fear
African Nationalism.

But the damage to the liberation struggl'e is even greater because,
not knowing what he is talking about" Lee would have the less
informed world public believe in the fallacy that there is such
a thing as "black racialism" among the oppressed of South
Africa.

A major offensive against African Nationalists was launched in
1955 through the ANC-Ied Congress Alliance (now almost com-



pletely disintegrated), which adopted a "Freedom Charter" un
leashing the anti-revolutionary creed of multi-racialism.

In its preamble the charter counterblasted the slogan "Africa
for the Africans" by formulating a new slogan, "South Africa
belongs to all who live in it", that is, the dispossessed and their
dispossessors.

The charter advocated a policy which, while not expressly
envisaging the balkanisation of the country on national or racial
lines, yet closely approximated Dr. Verwoerd's plan for the
separate development of the races.

This policy, pandering to racial bigotry, envisaged the develop
ment of different cultures in the same country, with equal rights
for "all national groups or races to use their own languages, and
to develop their own folk culture and customs." On political
arrangements it said:

" There shall be equal status in the bodies of state, in the courts
and in the schools for all national groups and races. All national
groups shall be protected by law against insults to their race and
national pride." This was also how the Congress Alliance was
organised, with equal representation at high level for political
parties based on racial lines, and irrespective of the size of the
racial group which each party represented in the predominantly
Mrican population.

Multi-racialism became a buffer between the apartheid regime
and the dynamic force of African Nationalism, which the multi
racialists dubbed as black racialism. -And so for a long time the
struggle for liberation in South Africa was retarded, diverted and
blockaded.

It must be said for them that they hated the Verwoerd regime.
But this was mainly because they feared its intransigence would
lead to a revolution and so to what they described as "black
intransigence equally demented". Thus the white and black
leadership of the Congress Alliance expended their energies in
futile attempts to stem the. tide of African Nationalism.

To this end, in 1958 they attempted to stage nation-wide demon
strations at the time of White-only elections, with the avowed aim
of influencing the White electorate to remove Verwoerd's National
ist Party and put in its place the equally reactionary United Party,
which is only the other side of the same coin.

Because 'in many fields they rightly exposed the evils of apar
theid through the newspapers they controlled, they won just enough
confidence among the people to ensure the success of their policy
of containment on the liberation front.

This policy was successful until the breakaway of the PAC in
1959 to usher in the post-Sharpeville era of militant positive
action. But old habits and traditions die hard. Attitudes formed
during the long period of containment persist to this day among
,many former leaders of the Congress Alliance, inside and outside
the ANC.

The fashion is to take up an attitude against the evil of
racialism because it makes one appear progressive and superior
to others. All attitudes, as such, are blind things, unthinking.
They are a poor substitute for. ideas and well-thought-out views.

Reaction to the racialism of the whites became obsessive anti
racialism among our would-be liberators, who totally fail-ed to give
the people a sense of purpose and direction .in the struggle for

liberation. Failing to see' the real issues involved, they saw the
South African problem purely in terms of race and, encouraged by
their white mentors, conoluded that since there were white racialists,
there must necessarily also be black racialists - rather like the
German professor who, on seeing a bicycle for the first time, is
reputed to have demonstrated conclusively that it could not be
ridden-for the simple reason that if you did not fall off to the
right, you must necessarily faU off to the left.

Thus in a concerted, continuous anti-racialist cam,paign, the
Africans, the dispossessed people of Southern Africa, were exhorted
virtua1lly to forgive their dispossessors, and never to show racial
animosity. Of course, it was merely the animosity which anybody
robbed. of his land would show against the robber, whether the
latter was white, black or yellow, or-indeed-of the same colour
or race.

The point I want to make here is that racialism is not the real
problem in South Africa. This point has to be made sharply.
But as we have to bring it out clearly, we will now go straight on
to the historical background.

Historical background
During the first contacts between the African people and white

settlers in South Africa, there was a lot of mixing between the
races, and inter-marriages were common, in spite of a wide gap
between their cultural backgrounds. But the settlers, who brought
along with them knowledge of commerce and diversified economic
organisation, started off at a great advantage over the simple
mode of life of the indigenous people, who were mainly pastoralists.

I t was only natural that the settlers, who came from a survival
of-the-fittest type of civilisation, sooner or later took advantage of
their position. Once they' had thus turned the indigenous people
into an economic asset {as a source of cheap labour, the latter's
freedom had to be curtailed to ensure continuity. Since one does
not in this way interfere with the lives of one's equals, those thus
treated must be looked upon as of a different order in society. And r

so certain relationships developed between the settlers and the
indigenous people as befit relations between, at first, master and
serf, then master and slave and finally master and servant.

De Kiewiet, in A History of South Africa, says: "From the
very beginning there was woven the double strand of South
Mrican history: The servile worker and the free colonist, cheap
labour and land. These combined to create the habits and insti
tutions of South African society. The white settlers began to look
upon labour as the function of a servile race, and became a privi
leged caste depending upon an excessive number of slaves and
servants whose labour was wastefully employed."

When slavery was outlawed, it became necessary to develop new
techniques for the purpose of attaining the same ends: the
amassing of wealth by the few which entails the degradation of the
many. In South Africa we' have a classic example of how these
techniques have been perfected. We have there a refined system
of slavery in a modem cast. No longer are men seized and sold
as a straightforward commercial deal, but they are still seized and
compelled to sell their labour at any 'price that the buyer chooses.
The two' different worlds still exist:' the one 'a world of privilege
and plenty, created and, maintained through the iron' fist 'of tyranny;
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the other a world of misery. and grinding poverty, of apartheid
restrictions and humiliations.

.'The'" .habits and .institutions " are t~ay what they were then.
These habits and institutions are racialist in orientation" but
racialism is· the effect rather than the cause. of a ,system of ,crass
economic exploitation. .,

This is not to underrate the scourge that. is racialism in South
Africa. I t is a terrible mental disease once it takes hold of the
victim, but it is not in the blood; it is not congenital. T'rue,
there are many-tragically too many-among white South Mricans
in whom racialism has become. a ·kind of second nature. ·But this
is not· a natural phenomenon. It is fostered and nurtured· i~ the
European homes and schools and in public life. The books, the
children read are littered with the grand, myth of the black man's
inferiority. But it ~ep1ains an artificial growth; so artificial;
indeed, that it has become necessary to enact legislation to bolster
it ,up and, patch up yawning cracks in the racialist wall. Thus
we have laws..pr~venting inter-marriage between the races, banning
multi-racial worship pr social mixing in entertainment, sports and
other vulnerable spheres.. Without this elaborate intervention from
the cradle to the grave, those Whites who qo not know which side
thei~ bread is buttered might multiply enough to disturb the struc
ture of White supremacy and so bring about the end of economic
privilege.

It must be clear n,ow that racialism is not the real· problem, not
tQe root of all evil in our land. There is a song that knows what
the root of. all evil in our land, as in other lands, is!

PAC response
Having made this and other studies of the South African situn

tion, the Pan-Africanist Congress at its inception in 1959 laid down
a grand strategy and combat policies which insisted that the utmost
pressure for change could only come from the most underprivileged
section of the community, the Africans.

In an article published in that year, the PAC President,
Mangaliso Robert Sobukwe pronounced its position as follows:

." It is our contention that the vast illiterate and semi-illiterate
'masses of the Africans are the cornerstone, the key and very life
of the struggle for democracy. From this we draw the logical
conclusion that the rousing and consolidation of the masses is. the
primary task of liberation. . . . We have made our stand clear on
this point. 'Our contention. is that the AfI'icans are the only people
~ho, becau~eof their material position, can be interested in the
complete overhaul of the present structure of society. We have
admitted that there are Europeans who are intellectual converts
to .the African's cause, but because they benefit materially from
the present set-up, they cannot completely identify themselves with
that cause.... " ,

The foregoing is the very genesis. of Socialist analysis, and can
not be substituted by mere talk of "class struggle." Even those
to whom .this approach is incomprehensible, concede its success,
as does Lee in writing about" full support -in the ' racial struggle'.'~
It was conceded even by the South African Institute of Race
Relations, a m~lti-racialist re~e-arch organisation dominated by
whites and enjoying membership of some of the prominent -leaders
,of the African. Na:ti?nal .CoIt.g~ess, such. as Chief Albert LuthuIi,
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who was one ·of the Institute's ·Vice-Presidents. The Institute car
ried out the only research work ever done in South Africa into the
relative influence and prestige of political parties in that country,
with the help of the University of the Witwatersrand.,

The. PA·C was barely three years wh~n this work was done, yet
this scientific- analysis brought it out as by far the most popular
politi~l .organisation in the country..

In a fact~pa:per. African Attitudes published by the'- Institute in
1963 the· levels of popularity were determined on a numerical scale
and. the percentages given as follows: -

PARTY % FOR % AGAINST
PAC 57 29
A:NC 39 41

.. Liberal Party, 31 47
, P'rogressive Party 30 43
COD 18 12
UP 10' ~

Other political groups
There are two other political groupings: The South.. African

Coloured People's Congress, a mass movement for the country's
1.7 million people of mixed white and black stock, ,and the Non
European Unity Movement, for many years no more than a study
group of intellectuals.

The OPC has been associated in a Congress Alliance with the
ANC. Recently, however, a big split between ANC and CPC
leaders abroad, the result of a few years' of smouldering friction,
ushered in a new process of political alignment ·in South Mrica.

The CPC had for years sought to merge into the A·N'C, which
preferred a multi-racial (indeed racialist) confederation.

The Non-European Unity Movement (a regrettably. negative
name), led by Isaac B. Tabata, sprang from an ad hoc body, the
All-African C'onvention.

Its policy of' non-collaboration is probably:the most significant
contribution. to. South African political the.ory .to have come from
the, ,A·AC comp1eoc', of: sects,' measured purely in terms of theory
as distinct from practice. For just on 30 years this group has
done little other than theorising, content with armchair criticism
of the actions of others. They have been waiting . . . waiting--...;.
for the 'people -to be educated,!"

APDUSA represents an effort to transform the study group
into a mass organisation. I ts overt political activity has so fat
been virtually nil, and what impact it may have made on the South
African situation, if any, has been undetectable.

In the quest for unity, one· would Hke to see greater honesty of.
purpose among those who would liberate us.. It is disconcerting
that some among this group continue to do abroad what long ago
became discredited in South Africa: to take a stance that depicts
everybody as wrong except themselves. .

Tabata must call a halt to this. There is room for honest dis
agreement, but it is equ'ally the duty of honest men to admit their
own failures and weaknesses. If .they do not hold the mass of the
people in contempt, 'as -I suspect some 'of' dles,e people do, then
they have got to accept ·the verdict of the oppressed multitudes as
determined in the meteoric rise of the PAC.The theoretical
suppositions of those who founded the 'PAC have been tested in
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action and found to be more than a match for anything so far
known in South Africa.

Other oppressed groups
As far as other oppressed groups are concerned, I have no doubt

that the upsurge of enthusiasm which could be touched off by the
developments purviewed in the programme outlined in the next
pages, would rouse the toiling masses of Indian origin in the sugar
plantations of Natal and elsewhere. They have already thrown
up some up-and-coming leaders of calibre in the non-racialist
tradition, such as Ahmed Gora Ebrahim, the PAC Representative
in Cairo.

By and large, the plantation workers have yet to break with a
past of political lethargy. Through minimal working-class con
sciousness and solidarity with the black African workers they could
be an asset to the liberation struggle as a part and parcel of the
oppressed nation. Their leaders have a tremendous responsibility
to reshape their habits and thinking along non-racial lines. As
long ago as 1959, in his PAC inaugural address, Sobukwe extended
the hand of unity te these op·pressed Indian masses. He referred
to South African people of Indian origin and said:

"This group came to this country not as imperialists or
colonialists, but as indentured labourers. In the South African
set-up of today, this group is an oppressed minority. But there
are some members of this group, the merchant class in particular~

who have become tainted with the virus of cultural supremacy and
national arrogance. This class identifies itself by and large with
the oppressor but, significantly, this is the group which provides
the political leadership of the Indian people in South Africa.

" And all that the ,politics of this class have meant up to now is
preservation and defence of the sectional interests of the Indian
merchant class. The down-trOdden, poor' stinking coolies' (so
called) of Natal who, alone, as the result of the pressure of material
conditions, can identify themselves with the indigenous African
majority in the struggle to overthrow White supremacy, have not
yet produced their leadership. We hope they will do so soon."

What is there to quarrel with in the proposition that we are
oppressed not only as workers and peasants but as a nation?
When we look for differences to find targets for attack, we can
almost always find them. An example is the criticism that the
PAC and the ANC have neglected the peasants. This talk of
" peasants" betrays political ignorance at best or, worse still,
political dishonesty. The concept of a peasantry is, in fact, a
misconception. It shows how hopelessly one can get entangled in
one's own tracks through uncritical importation. In South Africa
or anywhere else in Southern Africa we don't have concentrations
of feudal lords in homogeneous communities with a conflict of
interests requiring special efforts to cultivate peasant class con
sciousness. The issues are clear-cut :

Here we have the total subjugation of a whole people, certainly
for economic reasons, on a basis of racial stratification; a clear
line of demarcation between the dispossessed and their dispos
sessors. The chiefs in the reserves cannot by any stretch of the
imagination be regarded as the equivalent of feudal lords, nor as
an' oppressor class themselves. They are merely the tools of
oppression, the instruments through which the machinery of

oppression is kept in motion. The rest of the oppressed are
workers on farms or in the cities. Even the so-called middle
class, a tiny fraction of the population, chafes under a host of
restrictions and apartheid humiliations. The land question is one
of the main platforms of the PAC, not so much in its agrarian
as in its nationalist sense, and features importantly in the party's
slogans, such as " Izwe lethu " (the land is ours). Most of the more
than 50 members of the PAC who have been hanged for political
offences were men from the countryside who were prepared to lay
down their lives in battle for their fatherland. Far from neglecting
the " peasants", the PAC is the organisation of the masses.

Ours is not to make antagonistic the latent contradictions among
the oppressed but to reach the people, one and all, with a powerful
gospel of liberation. Yes, reach them in the churches, the schools,
in the farm and mine compounds, in the factories and backyards,
in the locations and the villages. Those who persist in being
willing agents and tools of the oppressors will meet meir deserved
fate in the course of struggle, but as the heat mounts, many will
mend their ways and become an 'asset to the cause of liberation.

This is the message of National ,Liberation.
The deserters from among the oppressors have a role to play.

But they must not be allowed to have a commanding influence in
the struggle. Experience has showed that, in South Africa at any
rate, such influence can only be divisive, at best. It has showed
how they can impede the struggle, consciously or unconsciously,
because of incapacity for total commitment. We have seen how,
through their control of the mass media of the struggle for libera
tion, they dictated the pace and gave a colouring to the struggle
and an atmosphere in which many patriots were suffocated. But
there are vital fields in which they can be useful.

2. P 0 LIT I C A L B L U E P R I N T FOR
SOUTHERN AFRICAN LIBERATION

The plan
A realistic plan for the liberation of Southern Africa rests on

four pillars:
(a) The whole of Southern Africa should be regarded as a single

unit for political and military purposes in the present phase of the
struggle for liberation.

(b) Recognition of the necessity of an inter-territorial strategy
with or without a completely unified liberation movement, but
certainly cohesion and co-ordinated action.

(c) The setting-up as soon as possible of a supreme political
authority to co-ordinate the activities of the liberation movements
in the various territories, with the possibility that this may evolve
into an inter-territorial Government-in-Exile.

(d) A crash programme for training guerillas from Southern
Africa and volunteers from the rest of Africa and elsewhere, with
the possibility that this may evolve into an inter-territorial anny
of liberation under a joint high command.

The area under focus includes Angola, Mozambique, South
West Africa, Rhodesia, the British High Commission Territories
of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland, and South Africa.

Certain basic assumptions underlie the plan outlined above,



which is presented here as a possible basis for discussion.
First, it is assumed that once given an acceptable programme

of principles, leaders in each territory will be big enough to
subordinate their other and less important differences to the
impelling cause of liberation.

T'hey should be politically mature enough to banish any bitter
ness that may have arisen from their past squabbles, and to lift
the whole question of liberation out of the mire of personality
feuds.

One also assumes that even if the rest of Africa is united on
nothing else, she can speak with one voice and act corporately in
her abhorrence of the continued subjugation and oppression of
millions of her fellows in Southern Mrica, and so the better pool
her resources to more effectively help the liberation movements in
their new and more effectively organised formation.

This development should have an immediate impact on the rest
of the world, making it possible for people of goodwill everywhere
to give material and financial aid where they can see something
tangible being done.

A corresponding effect will be a weakening of White supremacist
resistance to change and a whipping up of morale and enthusiasm
among the people of the unliberated territories.

If our reading of history is correct, inter-territorial unity for
Southern Africa, even if only for the purpose of victory, is realis
able, given the right leadership. For here are to be found all the
dynamics that go to mould diverse people into single nations, great
and small.

Nations have been moulded. out of small communities which
merged in the crucible of struggle for survival against common
threats to their lives and well-being. These external forces may be
in the form of invasion on common frontiers, economic pressures
or other dangers which could not be resisted effectively by the
small communities in isolation from one another.

On the surface, the position in Southern Africa appears to be
different from that in the historical outline give above, for in each
of these territories the enemy is within. But, fundamentally, the
region is up against the same pressures, and the struggle for sur
vival is just as crucial as those known to history.

Local conditions may differ from territory to territory, so that
tactics would have to be varied in respect of each area. But
it is of the greatest importance that we grasp the essence of the
common character of the problems facing us.

If for no other reason, it is sufficient that Verwoerd, Smith and
Salazar are thinking and planning corporately, that we should
think and plan inter-territorially. It is a practical necessity that
must be faced, a challenge to us to de-colonise ourselves mentally.
Basic to such a strategy is the concept of pan-Africanism.

It has become increasingly clear that the Labour Government
in Britain is either unwilling or incapable (probably both) to do
anything to influence the course of events in Rhodesia. It has made
it clear that it will not intervene militarily in that country in the
event of a unilateral declaration of independence by Smith's White
minority government.

Thus the threat by the British Government to -impose economic
sanctions on Rhodesia in the event of UDI is exposed as a manifest
humbug. For such action, to be effective, would involve a naval
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blockade which can only be enforced by military action.
Whatever false hopes may have existed that Britain would

deliver freedom on a platter in Rhodesia have now faded. The
same shock awaits those who pin hopes on the International Court
of Justice in respect of South West Africa. For whatever the out
come of this case it is unthinkable that a just settlement can be
negotiated.

The situation in Angola and Mozambique is long past the stage
where it was possible to indulge in debates as to whether a peaceful
solution could be found. In different degrees, a violent struggle
is now going on in both Angola and Mozambique. But there have
have been such serious set-backs there, especially in Angola, that
there is a clear case for new blood to be injected into the liberation
forces.

A hard struggle must be expected in all the unliberated terri
tories. These include .Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland
which, in spite of the fonnal trappings of Independence soon to
be granted, are too economically dependent on and intertwined
with South Africa to be anything other than the worst type of
client states.

The principles
Some who have expressed views on the question of unity in each

of these territories have rightly emphasized the cardinal point thal
unity must be based on an acceptable programme of principles.
Men who will change society must change it for the better, and
they can do so only within the framework of a set of ideals which
guide their actions.

In A History of Political Theory, Prof. George H. Sabine
(Cornell University) deals in the preface with" the hypothesis that
theories of politics are themselves a part of politics," and continues:

"In other words, they (the theories) do not refer to external
reality but are produced as a normal part of the social milieu in
which politics itself has its being. Reflection upon the ends of
political action, upon the means of achieving them, upon the
possibilities and necessities of political situations, and upon the
obligations that political purposes impose is an intrinsic element
of the whole poltical process.... "

A notable feature in the thinking of would-be political pundits
in South Africa is the emphasis they place on the development of
working-class consciousness and peasant awareness, in their assess
ment of "the possibilities and necessities" of rhe struggle for
liberation in that country.

That is, of course, a complete lift from Marx's Europe. "Lifts"
are not bad in themselves, depending on the situation to which
they are to be applied, and certainly there are elements in the
Southern African situation which call for working-class conscious
ness and peasant awareness. But this is only half the answer.

There is an obvious defect in this particular lift which make
one suspect that the revolutionary slogans of Marx's Europe are
mouthed not so much because of a mistaken faith in their complete
effectiveness in our situation, as merely because it is fashionable
to do so.

Whereas Marx thought in tenns of the whole of Europe and its
American extension in his concept of working-class solidarity, my
contemporaries think in terms of South Africa south of the Lim-
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popo. They think of Angola, Mozambique, South West Africa,
etc~, 'as separate entities, much· in the same way as did the Colon
ialists who partitioned these areas..

Through The Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx and Frederick
Engels launched what was the most effective movement for social
change in the context of the social conditions prevailing in Europe
at the time. Its effectiveness is not to be judged in terms of
revolutions, of which there have been few and far between, but
by the concessions which have been made to workers in every
European country with a strong socialist movement.

It was not merely because they had recently discovered the
theory of ec'onomic determinism (the 19th century's most important
addition to political theory), but mainly because the rousing of
the working class and peasantry who constituted the vast majority
was most appropriate to the ethos of the homogeneous societies
in which these men put their theories into. operation.

Economic determinism notwithstanding, it is a safe bet that the
authors of the Communist Manifesto would have found other
means more appropriate and effective for rousing a people against
invasion by another nation, even if the invasion was for economic
reasons. They would have appealed to a people's patriotism rather
than rely solely on working-class consciousness and peasant aware
ness.

The social condition of Southern Africa is the condition of
a land under foreign occupation, the condition of territorial dis
possession and subjugation, known as White or foreign domination.

This reality of White domination is embedded in the conscious
ness of the African people, and it does not require the tongue of
an agitator or the pen of a writer-historian to make them alive
to the phenomenon. .

They are alive to· it because everywhere in the entire region
they have fought against the invaders, and have since been con
tinuously oppressed by them. If only for consolation from the
grim circumstance of their defeat and subjugation, they retell with
relish tales of battles long past, tales which have become part of
the region's folklore.

Theirs is a proud history of struggle in defence of the father
land. They have wistful memories both of valour in battle and
the good· things of life which they fought to maintain: a social
order in which man was in truth his brother's keeper, which knew
not of want-free of the exploitation of man by man.

Accentuated by today's circums~ances of oppression, the past
projects itself into-and lives on in-the people's consciousness
like a lost paradise. From ·Cape to Luanda, they share a common
historical experience as a dispossessed people, handing down from
generation to generation an acUte sense of -grievance.

Those are the things, in addition to our circumstance as a
despised race, which combme to make the ethos of Southern Africa,
a region virtually 'under siege.

Elements of the situation

It is extremely important that we do not get mixed up in a
maze of political theories which, no matter ;how attractive and
intellectually satisfying on ·paper, may not be exactly relevant to
our own conditions., There must be a thorough understanding of

our situation, and the solutions we work out must ·flow from the
logic ~of. that sitllation.,

The. first tiling to gra~p ,is ,that the intrinsic eleme~t in our
situation is national oppression. By way of illustration; we ·may
point out that our labour conditions are more those of slaves than
of workers, and that those who work do so just to live rather than
to live well.

Those who do not work are confined under irksome regulations
to labour reserves to breed m'Ore labourers for the mines and
the farms, or are herded into the prisons from which they can
be distributed as convict labour. The condition of all is the
condition of chattel slaves, made possible through .political
subjugation. But a little more background is necessary here.

As already pointed out, political action has to be guided by
a set of ideals (or ideology)~ the formulation of which is in turn
determined by the prevailing social conditions. No ideology
develops in 'a vacuum, but evolves in a particular. social mHieu.

Sometimes an ideology develops into an identifiable pattern
without the conscious aid or intervention of man, a~d manifests
itself in the un\vritten laws, the norms, superstitions and taboos
of a society. '" ", -

At other times it is aided into taking shape and form by the
intervention of the articulate or wise members of the society who
(and this is as: true of medieval societies everywhere as -it is of
Mrica's tribal form of society) becom'e the conscious interpreters
of law and custom.

In either case, however, it owes its existence in whatever shape
or form to the concrete conditions obtaining in a given society.
This is as true of the old 'as of the modern society in which
law-making and the regulation of men's lives has becom'e a
specialised undertaking.

Whether by revolution or evolution, transfonnation of a society
has its base, its roots, in the old order. It is in' the old order
that the social forces necessary for change build up. It is there
that the motive force is to be found, and such a motive force
is neither importable or exportable. .

In our case, thanks to our isolation of ages, uncorrupted as a
society by the evil influences of feudalist and capitalist Europe,
the prevailing social ethic rem'ains that which characterised alJ
primaeval societies,. a philosophy by 'which men live and let live.

The European survival-of-the-fittest type of civilisation is alien
to our society, an affront to the African character which retains
the attribute of humaneness from humanity's past, untouched and
unspoilt by the ravages of the age of feudalism -and the upheavals
of the Industrial Revolution.

It is at this poin.t that the conscious ideology of liberation begins.
I t has to take into account our history and traditions, in order
to interpret correctly the deepest aspirations of our people, 'and
to speak their language.

,"The history of all hitherto existing society is the history' of
class struggl'es," says the Communist Manifesto. However, in
the intervening period since its first publication. in 1848, Engels
gained enough knowledge to make a correction of this assertion
in' his Note to the 18:88 English edition.

Not all the histOry of all hitherto existing society was the history
of class struggles, Engels had learnt. It 'was a grudging correction,



but an important correction all the same. The history referred
to in the Manifesto was, according to the correction, all written
history.

With reference to the later works of others, Engels, goes on to
show that, for instance, common ownership of land existed in
Russia and was "the social foundation from which all Teutonic
races started in history," and that this was the case with the
primitive form of society everywhere from India to Ireland."

Conceding the existence of "the inner organisation of this
primitive communistic society," he then observes: "With the dis
solution of these primaeval communities, society begins to be
differentiated into separate and finally antagonistic classes."

The 1959 Pan-Africanist Manifesto, one of the basic documents
of the Pan-Africanist Congress of South Africa, postulates:

"Man moves and has his being in a social environment. In
the absence of social life the social question would fall away.
Man's relation to his fellow man is determined by his primary
needs. The social question, whose structural foundations are
found in economic detenninism, arises within the framework of
social relations.

" Man is, therefore, a social being and not an economic animal.
To live in harmony with his fellow man, man must recognise the
primacy of the material and spiritual interests of his fellow man,
and must eliminate the tendency on his part to uphold his own
interests at the expense of those of his fellow man.

" It is only within such a set-up that the human personality can
be developed and that respect for it can be fostered."

The stage at which society begins to be "differentiated into
separate and finally antagonistic classes" has not been reached in
Southern Mrica. What there is of it is. foreign to all the indi
genous societies, super-imposed by foreign elements. By all
accounts, and from all points of view relating to things material
and things spiritual, European occupation of the region constitutes
aggression.

" The advent of European imperialism and colonialism to Africa
brought in its wake the phenomenon of white domination, whether
visible or invisible, which is characterised by the political oppres
sion, economic exploitation and social degradation of the indi
genous African masses," declares the Pan-Africanist Manifesto.

" Throughout this historical epoch, the age of white domination,
whenever the spokesmen or representatives of white domination
have sprouted a conscience, they have referred to the phenomenon
as the 'spread of Western civilisation' or 'the extension of
Christian trusteeship.'

" The undisguised truth is that White domination has grounded
down the status. of man and stunted the normal growth of the
hum~h personalIty on. a scale unprecedented in history. White
dommatlon was establIshed by the sword and is maintained by the
sword."

Having thus become conscious of the historical position we
occupy, we have won half the battle. In Rhodesia ZAPU puts out
the slogan" Ilizwe ngelethu," whose abbreviated form is the PAC
cry in South Africa, "Izwe lethu." It mens "the land is
ours." And that is that.

It is the spi~rual eleva?o~ of an ~ppressed. people, a yearning
to re-assert theIr human dIgnIty. Mncan NatIonalism is the most
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powerful social force that can be harnessed for revolutionary
change in Southern Africa, the overthrow of foreign domination.

The consciousness of Southern Africa's working class is the
consciousness of an oppressed nation in revolt. Their language is
the language of African Nationalism. Alongside the revolutionary
slogans of Marx's Europe are the war cries and ululating of Shaka's
or Lobengula's kingdoms. The one complements the other.

The post-Independence era
From the foregoing pages the future-the post-independence

era--emerges clearly. All modem movements for national libera
tion contain within them the stuff that makes a Socialist Revolu
tion, and this one is no exception. But there must be a clear
direction, which is all the more necessary because of the confusion
that has come to be associated with Socialist thinking in Mrica.

Once upon a time the term" African Socialism" was perfectly
respectable, and rightly so. For it denoted nothing more-or less
-than an approach to socialist development in Africa dictated by
conditions in industrially backward societi~. Then it was
presumed that the Mrican road was to lead to complete
socialisation.

Since then, however, some misconceptions have appeared on the
scene under the general label of African Socialism. Perhaps the
worst feature of this incidence is the substitution of an over-paid
indigenous bureaucracy for the expatriates of Colonial days. I
fervently hope that this is no more than a passing phase.

No one should quarrel with an industrially backward country
which, to stimulate industrial development, was compelled to
encourage private 'enterprise in a mixed economy. In the nalture
of things, most African countries have no alternative but to follow
this road. But it is quite a different matter to set it up as the
ultimate in socialism, African or otherwise.

This has understandably-though not righly-provoked condem
nation of the very concept of African Socialism. There can be
nothing but sympathy with the new rulers of Africa if it is appre
ciated that their economies are almost inextricably interlocked with
those of their former masters in a network of international finance
capital. Under thet circumstances it would be imprudent for those
who aim at ultimate socialism to announce their intentions and
thereby scare away the capital needed for industrial development.

Socialists rightly point out that socialism is a science with uni
versal application. The fundamental principles of Socialist theory
cannot be bent at will to conform to a variety of temperaments.

However, like aU good sci,etlce, Socialism must thrive and
expand through experimentation. No one would deny that
agricultural science, for instance, is of universal application. But
everyone knows that, to risk a confused metaphor, not all plants
that flourish in Europe do necessarily thrive in the African climate!

To understand that is not to deny the universality of Socialist
principles, but rather to recognise that in 'every oth'er country there
may exist different concrete conditions of which good Socialists
win take cognizance in laying out the basis for socialist develop
ment.

Socialism-defined as "A society based on the common OWD'er
ship of the means of production, -distribution and exchange in which
the nation's· resources are planned to meet the ever-rising ..materia1
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and cultural needs of the people "-is by definition essentially an
economic system.

As Kwame Nkrumah puts it, " The duty of Africa is to embrace
these universal principles of socialism while giving the institutional
forms that take into account our African background and heritage."

In the creation and evolution of these institutional forms, which
embody our political arrangements, cultural foundations and
spiritual values, I am all for drawing heavily on our background
and heritage, without necessarily shunning anything that is non
African merely for the sake of being different.

The philosophy of Africanism, which' first found articulation in
South Mrica in the '40's, seeks to fortify and improve upon the
virtues of Mrica's traditional way of life and fit it into modern
social organisation. I t is a new branch of philosophical thought
embedded in humanism.

It covers a whole range of political, economic, cultural and
racial questions, and its outstanding expression is the 1959 Pan
Africanist Manifesto. It is to most post-Marx European Socialist
theory and practic~ what Panaetius's philosophy was to Roman
Stoicism. Jacques Denis captures the influence left by Panaetius
on the Roman Stoics in the following passage:

" The unity of the human race, the equality of man and there
fore justice in the state, the equal worth of men and women ...
benevolence, love . . . tolerance and charity toward our fellows,
humanity in all cases, even in the terrible necessity of punishing
criminals with death . . . "

Thus Mricanism places emphasis on the spiritual as much as
it does on the material needs of man. llis is in keeping with
the African traditional way of life. Africa retains the characteristics
of .what cynics call the noble savage: man in a near-state of
nature.

What Europe lost through the cold-bloodedness of feudalism
and the Ca'pitalist system African retains, if not in the structure,
at least in the spirit of Communalism.

In this Africanism fufils the void which was so keenly felt by
Engels at the turn of the last century when he wrote as follows
to J. Block (22nd September, 1890):

"According to the materialist conception of history, the
ultimately determining element in history -is the production and
reproduction of real life. More than this neither Marx nor I ever
asserted. H'ence if somebody twists this into saying that the
economic elem·ent is the only determining one, he transfonns that
proposition into a meaningless, abstract, senseless phrase . . .

"M'arx and I are ourselves part'ly to blame for the fact that
the younger people sometim·es lay more stress on the economic side
than is due to it. We had to emphasize the main principle
vis-a-vis our adversaries, who denied it, and we had not always
the time, the place or the opportunity to allow the other elements
involved in the interaction to come into their rights.

"But when it was a case of presenting a section of history,
that is, of a practical application, it was a different matter and
there no error was possible.

" Unfortunately, however, it happens only too often that people
think they have fully understood a new theory and can apply it
without more ado from the moment they have mastered its main
principles, and even those not always -correctly. And I cannot

exempt many of the more recent ' Marxists' from this reproach,
for the most amazing rubbish has been produced in this
quarter, too."

Every society develops certain spiritual values which become
an integral part of its life no less than the material things that
sustain life itself. Man does not live by bread alone, said the
Man from Nazareth.

But, of course, man does live by bread. This is truth, unde
niable truth. Yet it might be expedient in certain circumstances
to deny truth.

In the long run, however, a denial of truth would be deleterious
to man's spiritual well-being, leading to the development of a
stunted personality. Truth, justice and freedom (all of which are
not material things) are but a few of man's spiritual needs,
necessary for the development of a healthy human personality.

Lack of bread is a physical hazard, but fear of the possibility
of starvation is a spiritual demon, setting men against each other
and disturbing the peace. As social beings, men have to live to
gether, and to do SD in harmony and peace. Both their living
together and their living together in harmony and peace are' for
their spiritual good.

Since bread is the first essential, it becomes clear that a pre
requisite for living together is for men to evolve a morality whereby
the acquisition and distribution of bread does not become a source
of conflict between them. The freedom and contentment of each
is the condition for a just, free society.
The four principles

In summary, there are four principles on which there should
be general agreement in considering the future development of
Southern Africa:

1. All the means of production, distribution and exchange must
pass into the comrnon ownership of the people. In some areas,
as in South Africa, this can be achieved at once.

T he industrial backwardness of some territories may make it
necessary, as in s.ome already independent African states, to hasten
slowly. But the ultimate aim must be complete socialisation.

2. There must be complete expropriation of the usurped land
from Cape to Luanda, with or without compensation depending on
circumstances, but always under a policy that is informed with
humanism, justice and fairplay.

3. A new process of naturalisation of foreigners who swear
allegiance to the new order. Nobody with authority to do so has
ever conferred African citizenship upon foreigners in this region.
Such citizenship should not be by reason of birth aIlNZe.

If the former oppressors were to acquire citizenship automatically
in the New Southern Africa we would have to reckon with the
danger of the existence of a vast fifth column in these territories
with large concentrations of wilfully unassimilable elements. This
would make the function .of orderly government impossible without
the creation of concentration camps, a prospect that cannot be
contemplated.

4. The creation of a competent authority, in the pre-independ
ence period, t.o confer citizenship on all deserters from the enemy
camp, based on the principle of non-racialism. No man should
be denied citizenship on the basis of race or colour alone, before
or after liberation.


